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The vision of Horizon Europe
The EU’s key funding programme for Research and Innovation*
o Tackles climate change
o Helps to achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
o Boosts the EU’s competitiveness and growth

o Facilitates collaboration and strengthens the impact of research and innovation in developing,
supporting and implementing EU policies while tackling global challenges

o Supports the creation and better diffusion of excellent knowledge and technologies

o Creates jobs, fully engages the EU’s talent pool, boosts economic growth, promotes industrial

competitiveness and optimises investment impact within a strengthened European Research Area
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* Source: European Commission

Horizon Europe overview
*
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* Source: European Commission

The budget fueling Horizon Europe
€95.5 billion (2021-2027) including €5.4 billion from Next Generation Europe*

Political agreement in Dec 2020
€ billion in current prices

Over 50% of funding for Pillar II
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* Source: European Commission

Work programmes and clusters
The Work Programmes of Horizon Europe *
Set out funding opportunities for research and innovation
activities typically covering a 2-year period (e.g. 2021 – 2022)
The main Work Programmes cover the following

o Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions and research
infrastructures (Pillar I)

o All clusters (Pillar II)
o The European innovation ecosystems (Pillar III)
o Widening participation and spreading excellence, and
reforming and enhancing the European R&I system

Seperate Work Programmes cover other components of
Horizon Europe (ERC, JRC, etc.)
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* Source: European Commission

Calls

*

Work programme key content

Topics
The Destination describes the socio-economic challenges to be addressed and the
related expected impacts to which R&I activities need to contribute.
Under each destination and packed in packages of calls for proposals, one or more
topics describe the expected outcomes and scope of the R&I activities to be supported.
The expected outcomes are the desired effects of a project in the medium term such as
the uptake, diffusion, use and/or deployment of the project’s results by direct target groups
The scope describes the area of R&I that needs to be tackled if the expected outcomes are
to be successfully addressed, without prescribing the method to achieve them.

Expected
outcomes

Scope

Further details cover specific conditions pertaining to each topic
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* Source: European Commission

Typical types of actions and funding schemes
Research and Innovation
Action (RIA)

o Establish new knowledge

and/or explore the feasibility
of a new or improved
technology, product, process,
service or solution

o May include basic and

applied research, technology
development and integration,
testing, demonstration and
validation on a small-scale
prototype in a laboratory or
simulated environment
Funding rate: 100%

Innovation
Action (IA)

Coordination and Support
Action (CSA)

o Produce plans and

arrangements or designs for
new, altered or improved
products, processes or
services

o May include prototyping,

o Contributes to the objectives
of the Horizon Europe
Programme but is not
research and innovation

o Facilitates cooperation and

testing, demonstrating,
piloting, large-scale product
validation and market
replication

Funding rate: 70%

networking, providing
support to organizations and
initiatives from Member
States and Associated
Countries

Funding rate: 100%

except for non-profit entities
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*

* Source: European Commission

Is Horizon Europe the right programme for me?
Horizon Europe can provide funding for R&I as well as prestige yet …
If you are looking to fund a fast innovation cycle, this may not be the most suitable programme for you! The time
from application to funding can take as much as 8 months with projects running typically for around 3 years
You will not be working alone during the course of the project! Consortia of many different organizations work on
collaborative R&I and you may have to manage interests along with Intellectual Property Rights of results

Horizon Europe projects are governed by a Grant Agreement (GA) signed with the Commission! The GA has strict
implementation requirements with little “wiggle” room for pivots, which albeit possible need to be very well justified
They also come with reporting obligations, both from a technical and a financial standpoint, including periodic
reviews for which the Commission employs external experts to evaluate the progress of the project
Last but not least, the funding of Horizon Europe comes with administrative requirements (e.g. declaring hours
worked, implementation of cost tracking system) which need to accompany and will take time out of your R&I work

Assess your funding needs and innovation timeframe before you invest in an application!
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Key means for further information and support

Horizon Europe Info Days
o Get information and ask

o Guidance, practical

o Learn more about open and

o May include assistance in

questions about the main
funding instruments and
processes of Horizon Europe
forthcoming calls for proposals
under your cluster of interest

Find out more about info days here
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National Contact Points
information and assistance
on all aspects of participation
in Horizon Europe
partner search as well as
advice on proposal writing

Find your National Contact Point here

The Funding & Tenders Portal
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The Funding and Tenders Portal
Key entry point for participants in funding programmes managed by the
European Commission and other EU bodies*
o Search calls for proposals or tenders
o Learn more about how you can participate
o Find project partners to work together
o Manage and submit your proposals
* Source: European Commission

… and many more functionalities available here
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Getting your EU login account and PIC number
You need both in order to participate in Horizon Europe proposals
Creating your EU login account is a simple process
that requires basic contact info - Create one here
Registering your organization takes place through
the Participant Register that gives you a 9-digit
Participant Identification Code (PIC)
The PIC is a unique identifier used as a reference by
the European Commission in any interactions
You can pause and continue the registration
process any time you wish

Check what info you need to register in the Online
Manual here, keeping it at hand during the process
Register your organization and get a PIC here
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… the sooner you complete these basic steps the better!

Searching for calls for proposals
The Portal allows searches on calls for proposals under Horizon Europe
o Start by entering suitable keywords
(e.g. Next Generation Internet)

o Alternatively, search by selecting

Horizon Europe and/or a cluster
(.e.g. Digital, Industry & Space)

o Refine your search results with

additional filters (e.g. open vs
forthcoming calls, destinations, etc.)

o Use the available links to get to the
specific calls and topics you want

The Horizon Europe work programmes and their calls are also available in pdf here
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What you will find on a topic’s page
General information (such as type of action, deadline, available budget, etc.)

Topic and destination description including details on its scope, expected outcomes and impacts
Topic conditions and documents such as eligibility and evaluation criteria and templates of the application forms
Partner search announcements including partners looking to join a consortium and consortia looking for specific expertise
FAQ with questions from (potential) applicants as well as answers from the European Commission on issues revolving around the topic
Call and topic updates featuring the latest information and updates on the specific topic and its broader call
Start submission function providing you with access to the electronic proposal submission system to start your proposal
Links to support services you can use when preparing your proposal (e.g. Online Manual, Enterprise Europe Network, etc.)

… in essence, key info for deciding whether this is the topic for you and start working!
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So how do I use this info to find the right topic?
Finding the right topic is key – here are a few questions to ask yourself
Do you have the expertise
or an idea for a solution to:
o Address (part of) the scope and

expected outcomes of the topic (read
the work programme carefully!)

o Build and go beyond state of the art and
what has been done so far in the field
(do your research!)

o Deliver results that have European-wide
relevance in a feasible manner (in terms
of budget and timeframe)

Will the project serve
your actual interests:
o In line with the strategic objectives or

application sectors of your organization

o Fueling improvement or growth (e.g. by
improving competitiveness of your
products or opening up a new market)

o Expanding your innovation network and
giving you access to important
ecosystems of customers or
stakeholders

Keep in mind that there may be no such thing as the perfect topic!
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Looking for partners and consortia
Start with a slide deck pitching your organisation and what you can bring to
the topic, from special expertise over to specific techs, s/w or other solutions
Your own
innovation network

o Ask your existing innovation
network and previous
collaborators if they already
work on the topic

o Can be faster and easier both
to get into a consortium or
potentially form a new one.

o Building and expanding on

already trusted collaborations
is typically appreciated by the
Commission
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Topic-specific partner
search announcements

o Give the dedicated function

of The Funding and Tenders
Portal a try

o Can be easier to find partners

offering specific expertise and
looking to join a consortium

o Finding existing consortia

requesting for partners may
not be as easy

Enterprise Europe
Network (EEN)

o Brokerage and matchmaking
events bring together
organisations looking for
partners for their projects.

o Can support your partner
search with dedicated
services as well

o Find relevant events here

The Horizon Europe Proposal
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Overview
A Horizon Europe proposal is comprised of two main parts
Part A: Application forms

Part B: Technical description

o General and administrative information

o Excellence

o Partner teams, role, achievements & projects

o Impact

o Budget of the project, ethics and security

o Implementation

You can find a general template here but always remember to check the template of your topic*!
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* Available through the electronic submission system on the Funding and Tenders Portal

1

Part B: Template

3

4
2
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Part B: Template
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Part A: Application forms
The info required for Part A is submitted through online forms
1 – General information

3 – Budget for the proposal

o Acronym, title, duration & keywords
o Abstract & declarations

4 – Ethics and Security

2 – Participants
o
o
o
o
o
o

Organisation & main contact persons
Researchers involved in the proposal
Role of participant in the project
Relevant publications, services, projects, etc.
Significant infrastructure and/or equipment
Gender equality plan (GEP)*
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5 – Other questions
As a partner you will contribute to “2 – Participants”
- Prepare a standard admin form based on the
template and adjust it to each proposal
- Make a repository of key publications as well as
solutions and projects that you can feature here

* GEP is an eligibility criterion for Public Bodies, Higher Education Establishments and Research Organisations

What do I put in my standard admin form?
Organisation
o PIC number, legal and short name

Role of participant in the project
o Standard check list completed depending on the agreed

Department(s) carrying out the work
o Name, street, town, postcode and country

Relevant achievements
o List of up to 5 relevant publications, products, services,

Main contact person
o Title, gender, first / last name, e-mail, phone
o Position in organisation, department details
o Organisation website

o

Other contact persons
o First and last name, e-mail, phone
Researchers involved in the proposal*
o First /last name, gender, nationality, e-mail
o Career stage & role (leading / team member)
o Identifier (ORCID or similar)
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role in a specific proposal

datasets, s/w or other
Description (500 characters max), including key elements,
qualitative impact and DOI or another persistent identifier

Relevant projects or activities
o List of up to 5 relevant projects or activities
o Description (500 characters max), highlighting their
relevance to the specific proposal

Significant infrastructure and/or equipment
o List and brief description (300 characters max) of any
equipment or infrastructure critical for implementation

Gender equality plan (GEP)
o Yes or no, based on the minimum requirements (building
blocks) for a GEP as set out by the Commission

* The Commission has specific definition of who are considered as researchers and how to define their career stage

Part A: Funding & Tenders Portal
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Part A: Funding & Tenders Portal
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Part B: Technical description
Part B is prepared offline and submitted as pdf

As a partner you will typically need to:

1 – Excellence

- Set out the objectives of your R&I
work in the context of the proposal in
a way that is pertinent to the topic

o Objectives and ambition
o Methodology

2 – Impact
o Project’s pathways towards impact
o Measures to maximise impact

3 – Quality and efficiency of the
implementation
o Work plan and resources
o Capacity of participants and consortium as a whole
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- Describe the work you will carry out
in the work plan and the approach
you will follow in the methodology

- Summarise the state-of the-art in
your field and outline how you will go
beyond it in the ambition
- Provide and agree on an estimation
of the resources required to carry out
your R&I work

A typical RIA / IA proposal is 45 pages long (CSAs are 30 pages long)!

How to approach the input requested from me?
Objectives
o Briefly describe the objectives of your work
o Align them to the topic using relevant terms
o Quantify targets with a realistic manner

Expected Impact
o You may be required to provide indicators of the scale

Ambition
o Describe the SotA in a way that highlights gaps

Measures to maximise impact
o You may be also required to provide a few details

o

regarding your organization, its networks and
dissemination channels

and challenges in the current landscape

o

Introduce your ambition going beyond the SotA
highlighting how you address gaps / challenges

Methodology
o Describe how you will approach key aspects of
your work using a narrative and referencing
methods and frameworks you will employ

o

Acknowledge key challenges you may face
explaining how your approach is suitable for
meeting them
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and significance of the impacts relevant to your work
Indicators need to be quantified, and providing relevant
baselines or benchmarks can enhance their credibility

Work plan
o Describe the process that you will follow to carry out the
o

R&I following the logical structure of the project, along
with any tools to be employed along the way
Indicate the objectives and the deliverables of the work

Capacity of participants and consortium
o Provide concise relevant information regarding the
main expertise as well as the capacities that your
organization brings into the proposal

Typically, your input should not be more than a couple of pages throughout!

Budget
The budget feeds into Part A and Part B (effort)
A. Personnel costs
o Average monthly rate x person months of partner

B. Subcontracting costs
C. Purchase costs

- You may be required to provide an
average monthly rate that will be
used to estimate your budget
- Remember that this is only an
estimation and most probably it will
deviate during implementation

o C.1 Travel and subsistence
o C.2 Equipment
o C.3 Other goods, works and services

- Internal changes from one budget
category to another can take place in
case that the proposed project is
approved and implemented

D. Other cost categories

- Keep in mind that the proposal has
specific budget constraints, and your
work may need to adjust to these

E. Indirect Costs
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While working on your budget:

o Fixed rate of 25% x (A + C)

What do I look out for when drafting my input?
Here are 7 pointers for you to take away
1. Tailor your idea / solution to the scope as well as the expected outcomes of the topic

2. There are page limits, so keep it to the point … no one wants to read walls of text anyway
3. Be specific with quantified indicators when possible, striking a balance between ambition and feasibility
4. Use figures and tables to infuse your text with visual elements (e.g. flow charts, architecture designs)
5. Align early on your expected contribution and timeline … then stick to them for a smooth collaborative experience
6. Always work on the template of the proposal from the get-go, adjusting your text to the specs of each section

7. Be agile: sprint to develop a first version of your input and then improve based on available time and advances
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Thank you for your time!
Kostas Bougiouklis,
bougiouklis@qplan-intl.gr

&

Kostas Giagtzoglou,
giagtzoglou@qplan-intl.gr

Apostolos Tsolakis,
tsolakis@qplan-intl.gr
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